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Netflix recently introduced a host feature: you can download Netflix movies and shows for later offline viewing. But is there a limit to how much content you can download? Shortly after this feature came out, we began to ponder: exactly how many things could you hide? What if we went for a nice walk around the Arctic Circle, and we
wanted to make sure we had enough shows to stay busy if we got tired of gazing at the northern lights? If you're ready to load your device for a trip, you'll be relieved to hear that there's only one immediate limit to how much you can download (and two secondary). Here's what you need to know. Storage is the only real concern related:
How to download movies and shows from Netflix for offline viewing The first and most obvious limit is the physical limitations of your device. You can only save what you have space for, so a tablet with 64GB of internal storage is much more suitable for this task than a tablet with only 8GB of internal storage. You can increase how much
you can download by choosing to download in standard sharpness instead of high definition (which will save you ~50% in storage consumption). While you can always control storage on your device using built-in operating system tools, you can also easily control the right to save from the Neflix App Settings menu, which has the added
advantage of instantly showing you how much storage is chewed from Netflix offline storage (dark gray is distributed to partitions used by non-Netflix sources , blue is used by Netflix and light gray is free space). Among all the limitations of the new offline viewing feature, this is all that really posed any real immediate threat to offline
viewing in our tests. This isn't on Netflix, however, we should have bought a tablet with more storage space. Licensing agreements can limit your downloads The second, rather than immediately obvious limit, has to do with license issues. Netflix negotiates different agreements with all the different companies from which it licenses content,
and these agreements can affect the content of a particular company that you can download at the same time. Although we have yet to run on this topic while testing the downloadability, we spoke to Netflix and found that it is possible the company X could limit the number of episodes you download of broadcast A. This means that it is
theoretically possible that you could be running in a situation where download all 6 seasons of a show, but Netflix will only allow you to download some of them. We tried to run into this hurdle with show after show, but have not yet run to a limit. Titles expire and you must log in occasionally according to the fine print in the Netflix help file
on the subject, the titles can expire under the license agreement with the companies that lease the content to Netflix. If a title is set to expire from the download collection in the next 7 days or less, you'll see a notification for that on the My Downloads page within the Netflix app. Netflix. the titles will also expire 48 hours after the first press
of the key (this also appears in the My Downloads section). Fortunately, if this title is available for renewal according to the license, you don't have to download it again— you just need to tap the small icon! next to it in My Downloads and refresh it (while online of course). Unfortunately, there's really no way to tell which titles have what
limitations unless you experiment with them ahead of time, so if your goal is to download all frasier episodes for that Arctic cruise, it might be wise to try things out a few weeks before you set sail. Again, like the limited download issues we stressed above, this is one of those in-the-fine-print scenarios that we didn't encounter in the wild.
Finally, you must sign back in to your Netflix account every 30 days. Offline viewing wasn't really meant for archiving purposes, but more to help you load your tablet with movies before an international flight. If you're going to be away from culture for more than a month, you'll need to reconnect at least once every 30 days to keep the
Netflix offline queue active. Practically speaking, as long as you have the storage space, you can download as much as you want-licensing restrictions on fine print were never cut in any of our tests and we were able to download everything we wanted to. But it's worth knowing in case they show up in the future. The bane of any free Mega
user. Screenshot: David MurphyEvil WeekEvil WeekWelcome to Evil Week, our annual dip in all the slightly rough hacks we've usually refrained from recommending. Do you want to weasel your way into free drinks, play elaborate mind games, or, uh, launder some money? We have all the information you need to be successful
unpleasant. The file-saving Mega service usually cuts free users off once you've downloaded about 5GB or so, forcing you to wait hours before you can resume what it's carrying. It feels like Mega is more generous nowadays (I downloaded 18.75GB of data the other day before hitting the wall), but still has some sort of quota download.
And if you want to get over it without waiting, there's only one trick left in your arsenal. There were a number of applications that you could use to sneakily bypass the Mega download limit, but it seems like the service has closed whatever loophole you used. I tried a few tools as soon as I hit the download limit the other day, but no one
was able to grab anything from Mega. Bummer.Alas, not even the megatools command-line application could get around Mega's download limits. Screenshot: David worked, however, was using a VPN to get myself a brand new IP address. I just did this-pay for NordVPN, which makes it easy-I could keep downloading from Mega without
issue. There are a few caveats to this trick, however. First off, you probably don't want to use a free VPN. If you are so dedicated to downloading, downloading, for a VPN service that doesn't monitor or record what you do-or release any other bad tactics while you use it-worth the few dollars per month will cost you. You may also be less
likely to get limited by a VPN you pay for than a free one, because using a VPN that slows down or limits your download speeds to bypass Mega download limits seems a little counterintuitive. G/O Media can get a supplyPhilips Hue Lights (3-Pack) NordVPN application makes it easy to choose a VPN server from a variety of sites.
Screenshot: David MurphySecond, you may not have much success if you are trying to download huge files from mega. I can't think why I would want to download, say, a single 15GB file (wink wink), but if you use a tool like MEGAsync to do it, you might need to exit the program once you've hit your original cap, fire up your VPN, and
restart the program. This way, you may find yourself restarting your download from scratch. I did in my experiments, which beats the point of bypassing the limit since you won't be able to download the file until you hit the limit again. In this case, you might just want to stick with your original IP address and wait—don't close the app. Still, if
you have a bunch of files to grab from Mega and keep hitting the annoying-but-understandable wall as a free user, using a VPN to change your IP address-and just activate the VPN in the Opera browser doesn't count-it's a great way to fool Mega into thinking you're a new user. As many of you know, installing an Android app is a simple,
simple process – you open the Play Store, find the software you need, and press the big green Install button. Android apps, however, also come in the form of packages installed manually, not through Google's app store. These packages have a . APK file extension, and their practical uses are many. For example, one can back up offline
applications stored as APKs. Even if this app is pulled from the Play Store (like what happened to Flappy Bird), it can still be installed from an APK file. APK is also used when side-loading apps on phones running forked Android versions, as they don't come with the play store client. Think of the Amazon Kindle Fire or the Nokia X phone.
While they can be downloaded from the internet, the safest way is to export Android installation packages directly from an Android device. Please note that the method described here only works for Applications! Paid applications are protected from export for obvious reasons. Also, applications that download additional data during
installation (see figure #5) may not be usable if they are installed from an exported APK. Apps that download additional files after they're installed should work just fine. With this out of the way, here's how you can convert your own Android apps into APK installation files. On an Android device, open the Play Store and download the apps
you need. Download apk extractor. It's It's free and easy-to-use application. Open apk extractor and tap on any app you want to export. Press and hold to select multiple apps. APK files will be stored in a folder in the device store. (ExportApiches by default.) That's pretty much it! Watered APKs can now be copied to another Android
smartphone or tablet and installed with the help of a file manager such as Astro or ES File Explorer. Subscribe to our newsletter! Bulletin!
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